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Ramsey’s Method of Separated Oscillating Fields and its Application to
Gravitationally Induced Quantum Phaseshifts

H. Abele, T. Jenke, H. Leeb, J. Schmiedmayer
Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten

Stadionallee 2
1020 Wien, Austria

We propose to apply Ramsey’s method of separated oscillating fields to the spectroscopy of the
quantum states in the gravity potential above a vertical mirror. This method allows a precise mea-
surement of quantum mechanical phaseshifts of a Schrödinger wave packet bouncing off a hard
surface in the gravitational field of the earth. Measurements with ultra-cold neutrons will offer a
sensitivity to Newton’s law or hypothetical short-ranged interactions, which is about 21 orders of
magnitude below the energy scale of electromagnetism.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge,03.65.Ta,04.50.-h,04.80.Cc,11.10.Kk

I. INTRODUCTION

The system of a Schrödinger quantum particle with
mass m bouncing in a linear gravitational field is known
as the quantum bouncer [1, 2, 3] and ”Quantum wave
packet revivals” can be found in [4]. Gravity tests with
neutrons as quantum objects or within the classical limit
are reviewed in [5]. Above a vertical mirror, the linear
gravity potential leads to discrete energy eigenstates of
a bouncing quantum particle. Such quantum states have
been demonstrated at the Institut Laue-Langevin with
ultra-cold neutrons in a previous collaboration [6, 7, 8, 9].
Above a vertical mirror, linear gravity potential leads to
discrete energy eigenstates of a bouncing particle. The
lowest energy eigenvalues En, (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), are 1.41
peV, 2.46 peV, 3.32 peV, 4.09 peV, and 4.78 peV. The
energy levels together with the neutron density distribu-
tion are shown in Fig. 1. The idea of observing quantum
effects in such a gravitational cavity was discussed with
neutrons [10] or atoms [11].

An important feature of the quantum bouncing ball –
in contrast to the harmonic oscillator problem – is the fact
that levels are not equidistant in energy. A combination of
any two states can therefore be treated as a two-level sys-
tem. The energy eigenstates in the gravity potential can
be coupled to a mechanical or magnetic oscillator field.
Transitions between quantum states in the gravitational
field of the earth i.e. a change of the state occupation
can therefore be induced similar to magnetic transitions,
which occur when the oscillator frequency equals one of
the Bohr frequencies of the system. This magnetic reso-
nance method was in the original conception for measure-
ments of nuclear magnetic moments [12, 13], but soon it
became a very general technique for radiofrequency spec-
troscopy [14]. Ramsey developed his method of separated
oscillating fields in which the oscillatory field is confined
to a region at the beginning and a region at the end with
no oscillating field in between [15]. Variations of Ramseys
method is inherently connected with precision measure-
ments ranging from atomic clocks [16] to atom interfero-
metry [17], from NMR [18] to quantum-metrology [19],
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FIG. 1: Energy eigenvalues (blue) and neutron density distri-
butions (red) for level one to five.

or the related spin-echo technique [20]. That method has
also been used to measure the precession frequency of
atoms, molecules or neutrons in a weak magnetic field,
for example in a search for permanent atomic or neu-
tron electric-dipole moments and in constructions of sen-
sitive magnetometers. The sensitivity is extremely high,
because a quantum mechanical phase shift is converted
into a frequency measurement. The sensitivity reached so
far [21] in a search for the electric dipole moment of the
neutron is 6.8 × 10−22 eV, or one Bohr rotation within 6
days.

In analogy to these examples from electrodynamics,
we discuss here an application of Ramsey’s method to
probe the eigenstates in the gravity potential. Such a tech-
nique should open a new way to precision gravity experi-
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Ramsey’s Method of separated oscillating fields

H. Abele et al., 2010
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steep slope ⇒ high sensitivity 

smaller mirrors ⇒ clean vibrations
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robust middle peak shape with different velocity distributions 

has been treated as a time-dependent variation of the
scatterer position [39].

In region two of length l, the first of two identical
oscillators is installed. Here, transitions between quantum
states jpi and jqi are induced within a time ! according to
Eq. (2). The oscillator frequency at resonance for a tran-
sition between states with energies Eq and Ep is

!pq ¼
ðEq # EpÞ@ : (14)

The squared ratio of!R and!
0
R as a function of the driving

field ! for transitions j1i ! j3i, j1i ! j2i and j2i ! j3i is
shown in Fig. 3. For the j1i ! j2i transition, which we
chose as an example for transitions in a two-level system,
!12 ¼ !2 #!1 ¼ 2"% 254 s#1.

Driven on resonance (! ¼ !pq), this oscillator drives
the system into a coherent superposition of state jpi and
jqi. A "=2 pulse, that is one with pulse area !R! ¼ "=2,
creates an equal superposition between state jpi and jqi.
This can be done by using oscillating magnetic gradient
fields or by vibrating mirrors i.e. a modulation of the mirror
potential in height.

In the intermediate region three, a nonoscillating mirror
with a neutron flight path of L and flight time T follows. It
might be convenient to place a second mirror on top of the
bottom mirror at a certain height h. It allows us to tune the
resonance frequency between jai and jbi due to the addi-
tional potential, and it provides an effective doubling of
sensitivity in a search for hypothetical axion induced phase
shifts or other fifth forces;, see Sec. III.

Subsequently, in region four a second oscillator in phase
with the oscillator in region two is placed. If the oscillating
! is equal to !pq, then the system is at resonance and we
have a complete reversal of the state occupation between
jpi and jqi. There is no change in the relative phase of the
oscillator and the quantum state of the neutron independent
of the neutron velocity. In the other cases for ! ! !pq, a
velocity dependent relative phase shift builds up, since a

slower neutron is in the region three longer and experiences
a greater shift than a faster neutron.
Afterwards in section five, such a phase shift can be

measured by transmission through a second state selector.
This method can be realized with some modifications to

the previous setup in the following way: Neutrons are taken
from the ultracold neutron installation PF2 at Institut Laue-
Langevin with a measured horizontal velocity v ¼
3:2 m=s< v< 20 m=s. At the entrance of the experiment,
a collimator absorber system limits the transversal velocity
to an energy in the pico-eV range. The experiment itself is
mounted on a polished plane granite stone with an active
and passive antivibration table underneath. This stone is
leveled using piezo translators [40]. Inclinometers together
with the piezo translators in a closed loop circuit guarantee
leveling with a precision better than 1 #rad [41]. A solid
block with dimensions 10 cm% 15 cm% 3 cm composed
of optical glass serves as a mirror for neutron reflection.
The neutrons see a surface that is essentially flat. In region
one, an absorber/scatterer that is a rough mirror with a
surface roughness of about 0:4 #m is placed above the first
mirror at a height of 27 #m in order to select the first
quantum state. The other states are efficiently removed,
except for the second state, which is still present with a
contribution of a few percent. In region two, a second
mirror is placed after the first one. Piezo elements attached
underneath induce a fast modulation of the surface height
with amplitude a according to Eq. (4).
As an example, we consider transitions between state

j1i ! j2i for the most probable velocity at the PF2/UCN
beam position, 6 m=s. The length l ¼ 15 cm of this mirror
is chosen in such a way to provide a neutron in a superpo-
sition of these two quantum states after ! ¼ 25:0 ms.
Region three has a flight path of L ¼ 80 cm on a single
mirror between the two oscillators in region two and,
identical to region two, in region four. In region five, a
state selector as an analyzer is placed, identical to the
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conclusion

• steeper slope comparable rabi setup	


• small vibration area 	


• more efficient usage of velocity distribution	


• easy extendibility ⇒ i.e. electric fields
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finite neutron charge would cause a lateral deflection of
this image. With the multislit MS2 straddling all of the
slope positions on one side of the image, a possible
deflection of these 31 lines is sensed simultaneously.
Curved, totally reflecting mirrors were used to provide
the focusing and, since these are achromatic, a broad
neutron spectrum could be used.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT

FIG. 1. The design of the deflection apparatus. MSI and
MS2 is a multislit system with 31 slits, 30 pm wide, separated by
30-pm-wide absorbing zones. For clarity the dimensions and
angles of deflection are not to scale.
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FIG. 2. The image of the multislit system at position MS2 as
scanned with a single 10-pm slit S4.

with Ep being the electric field applied over the length L
and U the neutron velocity.
In the following considerations we assume a Gaussian

beam profile with a full width at half maximum of 2cop.
With a detector slit positioned on the steep slope of this
intensity profile, a beam deflection y is measured from the
di8'erence AN in counting rate for opposite directions of
the applied electric field. Assuming a deflection y much
smaller than the width of the profile, b,N is proportional
to this deflection. As shown in Refs. 15 and 16, the un-
certainty in y is given by

COp

+N"r
where N*t denotes the total neutron counts. N* and t
are the counting rate and the measuring time, respective-
ly.
An improved neutron optical imaging system, as de-

scribed previously, ' was used to form a narrow beam
with high intensity (Fig. 1). A focusing system consisting
of achromatic cylindrical mirrors of high precision per-
mits imaging of an object, the multislit MS& consisting of
31 slits, with unit magnification into the plane of a second
multislit MS2. This image is shown in Fig. 2 as taken by
scanning with a single 10-pm slit. The existence of a

A. The neutron optical imaging system

In the front part of the imaging system (Fig. 1) a con-
denser (slits S„Sz, and mirror L, ) forms a slightly con-
verging neutron beam by imaging slit S& with fivefold
magnification into the plane of the second mirror Lb.
The mirror Lb images the object (multislit MS, ) with unit
magnification into the plane of a second multislit MS&, 10
m from MS& ~ Between both multislits the neutrons pass
through the electric deflection field system having a 3-
mm spacing between its electrodes. The condenser in
front of MS, confines the beam profile to a width of about
2 mm and prevents neutrons from striking the electrodes.
As lenses we chose cylindrically shaped mirrors to

avoid chromatic aberration. The maximum grazing angle
for total reflection is given by 50 A(nb——/m, )'~, w. here n is
the nuclear density and b the coherent scattering length
of the surface material. The mirror surfaces were
prepared with Ni because of its unusually large
coherent scattering length, and for this we obtain
5p= 1 ~ 23' for A. = 1.2 nm. For the mirror L, this angle 5p
was used as the angle of incidence. The mirror surfaces
were deposited on a base of Zerodur, chosen because of
its very low thermal-expansion coefficient.
The image reversing property of the cylindrical mirror

Lb corrects for the deviation y, caused by the Coriolis
force over the 10-m-long flight path from MS& to MS2,
which by calculation would be 25.6 pm for A, =2.0 nm.
The multislits consist of 30-pm-wide openings separated
by 30-pm-wide absorbing zones. The absorbing zones
were prepared by evaporation of a 630-nm layer of ' Gd
on a 1.5-mm-thick quartz plate and show a nominal ab-
sorption of 97.5% for neutrons of 1.5-nm wavelength.
The optimum sensitivity for detecting a deflection of

the image in the plane of multislit MS2 was achieved with
the following arrangement. The second multislit MS&
consists of two parallel multislit plates similar to MS,
separated by 6.5 mm. By slight rotation of this assembly
around a vertical axis, the ratio of the slit width to the
width of the absorbing zones can be changed continuous-
ly between zero and 1 without changing the lattice con-
stant to first order. As the optimum slit width for detect-
ing a deflection, we determined a value of 14 pm. The
counting rate measured behind MS2 was 30000 n/sec. A
shift of the image of 1 pm causes a change in counting
rate of about 900 n/sec (Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 1, the
height of the optical components increases from 0.2 m
(S, ) to 0.4 m (MS2) to allow for the vertical divergence of
the neutron beam. A more detailed description of the op-
tical layout has been given in a previous paper. ' A BF3

Baumann et al. 1988

Baumann 	

et al. (1988) 
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FIG. 5. Diagram of all individual measurements (runs) of the
neutron charge. The error bars indicated are calculated from
the distribution of the hN values of each measuring cycle. The
run numbers are ordered chronologically.

monitor count rate arise from the control of the reactor
power. These variations account for about 50% of o.gyp.
By taking into account the systematic error of
0 8y8 8tzt the fina 1 resul t is

q„=q, ( —0.6+1.1)X10 ' (68% confidence) . (9)

It turned out that the quality of the runs depended
upon factors additional to the measuring time I (i.e., the
number of cycles in the run). Therefore we made an in-
dependent analysis of the data taking into account the ac-
tual fluctuation of the data. These results are collected in
Fig. 5. As the final result of this analysis we obtained

q„=q, (—0.4+1.1)X10 ' (68% confidence) . (10)

The difference in the values of Eqs. (9) and (10) stems
from the fact that the weighting of the individual runs is
different for the two data evaluations.
The errors from the determination of the mean wave-

length A. , the lengths LO,L, , and the electric field Eo
are negligible compared to the statistical errors.
A strange effect, which is not fully understood, should

be mentioned. The image quality showed a periodic vari-
ation of frequency between 2X10 and 8)&10 Hz
over periods of many days. The amplitude of these "os-
cillations" was about 1% of the counting rate and was in
antiphase at the maxima and at the minima of the
profiles. The counting rate of the total image remained
constant. Many tests were carried out to look for the ori-
gin of these "oscillations. " Finally we obtained some in-
dication that small movements of the mirror Lb might
have caused this effect. Changing the support of the mir-
ror with some extra weight ( =10-kg lead) we were able
to change reproducibly the amplitudes of these oscilla-
tions, but their origin was not found.
The charge measurement was not influenced by this

effect, because these oscillations were not present in the

slope of the image, where the multislit MS2 was posi-
tioned for sensing a systematic deflection due to the E
field.

V. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
DUE TO THE ELECTRIC FIELD

In our opinion the most sensitive parameter of the op-
tic system is the angle of Inirror Lb with respect to the
beam axis. A systematic change of this angle by 10
rad coupled to the direction of the electrostatic fields
should simulate a beam deflection and thus a neutron
charge of the order of magnitude we were looking for.
The mirror with its solid support is positioned symmetri-
cally between the two electric field regions which are
screened by the vacuum chambers. Nevertheless, distur-
bance of the mirror position caused by these fields, due to
leakage currents or due to the supply cables might not be
completely excluded on this scale of angular sensitivity.
To check this, about 30% of the runs were performed
with maximum field in front of the mirror but no field
behind, which should somehow vary the effect, if caused
by this interaction. The analysis of these data gave
q„=q, ( —0.2+3.3)X10 ' (68% confidence) which indi-
cates no systematic coupling of the E field to the mirror
position.
Apart from a neutron charge, the magnetic moment

and the intrinsic structure of the neutron can also give
rise to a deflection in the electric field. ' Most of these
forces are coupled to the field direction and hence are ex-
perimentally unseparable from a force on a possible neu-
tron charge. A calculation of these undesired effects has
been given in Ref. 15. It is shown that the deflection
caused by a neutron charge q„=10 2'q, (the sensitivity
of the present experiment) is large compared to other
deflections. Assuming a total polarized beam, only the
"EXv" term (Ref. 20) (v is the velocity of the neutrons)
causes a force on the magnetic dipole moment of the neu-
tron which is of the same order of magnitude as the force
acting on a neutron charge of 10 'q, in an electric field
of 6X10 V/m. Because of the relativistic field equa-
tions, a neutron moving with velocity v in an E field sees
a magnetic field B=(1/c )EXv. With a neutron beam
traveling in the x direction through a transverse homo-
geneous electric field E=E the neutron sees only a mag-
netic field in the z direction which cannot give rise to a la-
teral deflection of the beam.
For a closer examination of this effect, inhomogeneous

E fields and the beam divergence must be taken into ac-
count. In this case, the B field arising in the y direction
can be written as

B =e (E,v —E v, )(1/c ) .

As v„ is about 2 orders of magnitude larger than v, only
the term E,v has to be considered. Electric fields in the
z direction can occur by a small tilting of the electrode
plates with respect to each other. Assuming that the
electrode gap at the upper edge of the plates is about 1
mm smaller than at the lower one, the resulting electric
field in the z direction is given by

Baumann et al. 1988

direct measurements  
through Neutron deflection!
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Experimental limit for the charge of the free neutron
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In agreement with the commonly accepted neutrality of the free neutron, its charge q„was found
to be (—0.4+1.1) )& 10 ' electron charges. This value lowers the present upper limit by more than
one order of magnitude. In the experiment a beam of cold neutrons with wavelengths between 1.2
and about 3 nm was passed through a strong electric field over a length of 9 m and a beam deflection
with respect to the applied field direction was searched for. In order to increase the sensitivity of
the apparatus, an achromatic neutron optical imaging system consisting of curved mirrors and mul-
tislits was used.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric charges determine the strength of the elec-
tromagnetic interaction of particles. By virtue of the law
of conservation of charge, it acts as a quantum number
controlling the possibility that a particular reaction can
take place or not. In this respect electric charge is funda-
mentally different from baryon and lepton numbers,
which are merely quantum numbers characterizing the
state of particles and do not play the role of interaction
constants. '
The commonly accepted symmetry of the electric

charge is based on experience. A violation of this sym-
metry, implying a neutron charge q„&0, would have
several important consequences. The conservation of
baryons would follow from the conservation of electric
charge rather than being an independent principle. As-
suming a finite neutron charge, a speculative neutron-
antineutron transition, as predicted in some unified
theories, is forbidden if charge conservation is valid.
If charge conservation is violated, experiments search-

ing for nn transitions would be influenced by the mere ex-
istence of an electrostatic potential V. This gives rise to a
change in energy of E, =2q„V when a neutron with
charge q„ transforms into its antiparticle (charge —q„).
If E, exceeds 10 ' eV (Ref. 4), the nn transition proba-
bility could be severely suppressed. The absolute value of
the electrostatic potential V is not known, but it plays a
role in charge-nonconserving reactions [the potential
difference across the atmosphere is already 4&(10 V
(Ref. 5)]. In case of charge conservation, the invariance
of physics under gauge transformation holds and only
differences in V are accessible. Charge-nonconserving
effects which clearly violate Maxwell's equations (see, for

example, Ref. 6) are postulated by several authors on the
basis of grand unified theories. ' One further specula-
tion might be that charge is conserved in nn transitions,
but only CP is violated, and for this case the potential
plays no role.
There have been many measurements in the past test-

ing the neutrality of atoms and bulk material, and in this
way only the sum of proton, electron, and neutron charge
is determined. From these indirect measurements, a re-
sidual neutron charge of less than 10 'q, has been de-
duced. Direct measurements of the neutron charge have
also been made and all of these rely on a possible
deflection of slow neutrons in a strong electric field. A
review of the various experiments has been given by Pet-
ley. ' Until now the indirect measurements have led to
values for the upper limit of the neutron charge which
are much lower than the direct measurements. With our
present result of q„=(—0.4+1.1)&(10 'q, obtained in a
beam-deflection experiment with free neutrons, we have
reached a sensitivity equivalent to that of the indirect
methods. According to Shull, Billmann, and Wedgwood,
we should face the possibility "of a free charge being
slightly different in magnitude at this small level of
charge difference when particles are amalgamated in an
atom. "'

II. MEASURING PRINCIPLE

As in earlier measurements, we have looked for a possi-
ble deflection of slow neutrons passing through a strong
electric field perpendicular to the beam direction. For a
hypothetical neutron charge q„, we expect a defection y,

q„EOI.y=
2mU
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“In agreement with the commonly accepted neutrality of the free neutron, 
its charge q was found to be                                         electron charges.”
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2. Direct measurements of qn

Experiments searching for an electric charge of the free
neutron were carried out shortly after neutron beams were
available from reactor sources. Shapiro and Estulin tried to deflect
neutrons in a strong electric field [16] and reached a sensitivity of
dqno10!12qe. A significant improvement of this approach was
achieved by means of neutron optical elements with crystals or
gratings in order to detect shifts of the beam profile or its angular
deviation. Shull et al. [15] obtained a value for the ratio of the
neutron over the proton charge, using a double crystal spectro-
meter, as (!1.973.7)"10!18.

3. Present experimental situation

The most precise direct limit on the free neutron charge was
achieved 20 years ago with a setup described in Ref. [14] using a
beam of cold neutrons at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in
Grenoble/France. The result was

qn ¼ ð!0:471:1Þ " 10!21qe ð68% c:l:Þ: ð1Þ

About the same time, another experiment was performed with
ultra-cold neutrons (UCN) at the VVR-M reactor in Gatchina/
Russia [17]. The experiment had a discovery potential of
dqn ¼ 3:6" 10!20qe=day. Due to a measuring time of only three
days and a certain misalignment of the device, the final result
was

qn ¼ ð4:377:1Þ " 10!20qe ð68% c:l:Þ: ð2Þ

Such direct measurements have in common that a beam
deflection Dx of a charged particle depends on the square of its
traveling time in an electric field E:

Dxp
qE
m

t2 ð3Þ

where q is the charge and m is the mass of the particle.
The measurement is carried out on the steep slope of the beam

profile where the gradient dN=dx is maximum. At this point the
beam deflection Dx is most sensitive to a difference in the count-
rate DN¼ ðNþ!N!Þ with respect to a reversal of the electric field
from E+ to E! , and

Dx¼DN
dN
dx

! "#
: ð4Þ

A neutron electric charge would cause a change in the count-rate
according to

qnp
1

Et2
DN

dN
dx

! "#$ %
: ð5Þ

If DN is determined with a statistical uncertainty
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N
p

(assuming DN' 0) in a measuring time t, the sensitivity on qn

(i.e. the discovery potential) is

dqnp
1

Et2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N
t

r
dN
dx

! "#" #
: ð6Þ

t2 now is the mean square transit time of a neutron velocity
spectrum through the experiment. In first approximation, the
obtained beam profile has a Gaussian shape. At the steep point of
the slope:

dN
dx

p
N

w0
ð7Þ

where w0 is the width of the beam profile. Therefore,

dqnp
w0

Et2
ffiffiffiffi
N
p : ð8Þ

We consider (8) a figure of merit and compare the experiments
with cold neutrons [14] and with UCN [17] in Table 1. Note that
despite the high gain factors for N and w0 in the cold-neutron-
experiment, the UCN experiment takes advantage of the much
larger flight time of the ultra-cold neutrons in the region of the
electric field. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of Ref. [17] is 16 times
smaller compared to Ref. [14].

The availability of highly intensive UCN sources (see Ref. [18]
and references therein for a comprehensive overview) at different
research centers such as PSI (Switzerland), ILL (France), LANL
(USA), KEK (Japan), FRM II, or TRIGA Mainz (both Germany) will
significantly improve the measurement sensitivity of many
experiments and will also trigger new experimental approaches.
Besides our attempt we mention as one example the GRANIT, a
follow-up project based on an UCN spectrometer of ultra-high
resolution, which provides accurate studies of/with the quantum
states of neutrons in Earth’s gravity field [19]. A test of qn is also
proposed in that paper. Finally, in Refs. [20,21] two other possible
approaches, based on neutron interferometry and neutron
diffraction, are presented.

4. Experimental setup

Our experiment was installed at the TES beamline of the UCN-
facility PF2 [22] at ILL. UCN are guided via a 2.5 m long stainless
steel tube of 70 mm diameter from the exit of the UCN turbine to
the experiment. To protect the turbine vacuum and for safety
reasons, a 100mm aluminum foil is permanently installed directly
after the exit of the turbine.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a scheme of the experiment; the x, y, z
directions are indicated; jzj is the direction of gravity. The vacuum
is about 10!4 mbar during all measurements. Information on the
used materials is given in the following section.

At the entrance of the experimental chamber the circular beam
cross-section is converted into a rectangular shape by means of a
nickel guide (a) of inner dimensions 50"50 mm2 and 34 cm
length. After the rectangular guide, the UCN pass an entrance
grating (b), which is shown in detail also in Fig. 3. The grating has
an overall dimension of 50"50 mm2. The slits are 0.4 or 0.7 mm
wide and are separated by a distance of 1.5 mm. The lattice

Table 1
Comparison of the two recent experiments on the charge of the free neutron.

Experiment N (1/s) w0 ðmmÞ E (V/m) t2 ðs2Þ

Ref. [14], CN 3"104 30 6"106 1.4"10!3

Ref. [17], UCN 3"102 700 106 0.12

Gain factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
100
p

23 6 1.16"10!2

CN—cold neutrons, UCN—ultra-cold neutrons. t2 for Ref. [14] was estimated from
l¼9 m and v ¼ 240 m=s as stated by the authors. The overall gain factor of Ref. [14]
is 16.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of our experiment, not at scale: (a) rectangular guide, (b) entrance
grating, (c) guide plates, (d) bars with noses, (e) linear actuator, (f) curved mirror,
(g) exit grating, (h) detector (scintillator and photomultiplier), and (i) linear stage.
One UCN trajectory is shown exemplarily.
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this experimental setup of Ramsey’s resonance method for
the neutron’s gravity states such that it is suitable for a
measurement of a hypothetical charge of the neutron. A
sketch of a modified setup to test the neutron’s neutrality is
shown in Fig. 2.

To implement Ramsey’s method, one has to install
(1) a state selector or polarizer,
(2) a region where one applies a !=2 pulse, creating the

superposition of the two states whose energy differ-
ence should be measured,

(3) a region where the phase evolves,
(4) a second region to read the relative phase by apply-

ing a second !=2 pulse, and finally,
(5) a state detector or analyzer.
In region 1, neutrons are prepared in a specific quantum

state jpi in the gravity potential following the procedure

demonstrated in [26]. Above a polished mirror a rough
absorbing scatterer is mounted which selects only the
ground state and absorbs or scatters out higher unwanted
states; see [27].
In region 2 of length l, the first of two identical oscil-

lators is installed. Here, transitions between quantum states
jpi and jqi are induced. The oscillator frequency at reso-
nance for a transition between states with energies Eq and
Ep is "pq ¼ ðEq # EpÞ=h which gives, for the transition
j1i ! 3i, a frequency of "13 ¼ 461:9 Hz. Driven at reso-
nance (" ¼ "pq), the oscillator brings the system into a
coherent superposition of the state jpi and jqi; a !=2 pulse
creates an equal superposition. The oscillator system is
realized either by using oscillating magnetic gradient fields
or by vibrating mirrors. There a modulation of the mirror
height takes place.
In the intermediate region 3, a nonoscillating mirror with

a neutron flight path of L and flight time T follows. It might
be convenient to place a second mirror on top of the bottom
mirror at a certain height H. The mirrors are rounded off
and are coated with gold for electrical conductivity. Field
strengths of about 6% 106 V=m are used.
In region 4, a second oscillator, which is in phase with

the oscillator in region 2, is placed.
In region 5, the accumulated phase shift can be mea-

sured by transmission through a second state selector.
By tuning the oscillation frequency ", a typical Ramsey

fringe pattern as shown in Fig. 3 (black line) will be
observed. To test the neutron’s neutrality, three different
configurations are used: The electric field is turned on,
thereby pointing either parallel, þEz, or antiparallel,
#Ez, to gravity, or the electric field is turned off. In the
parallel and antiparallel configurations, Ramsey’s method
probes an energy difference of !E' ¼ E'

q # E'
p (see also

Fig. 1).
If the neutron carries an electric charge, the frequency

shift between the two resulting Ramsey fringe patterns

FIG. 2 (color online). Proposed experimental setup. Region 1: Preparation in a specific quantum state, e.g. state 1 with a polarizer.
Region 2: Application of first !=2 flip. Region 3: Flight path with length L. Region 4: Application of second !=2 flip. Region 5: State
analyzer.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Energy eigenvalues and probability den-
sities of the first and third eigenstates of a neutron in the
gravitational potential of the Earth (black curves). The upper
(lower) curves show modifications due to an electric field in a
parallel (antiparallel) configuration for a hypothetical neutron
charge q ¼ 5% 10#16qe.
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electric field region. The intrinsic discovery potential of
this experiment was q = 3.6×10−20 qe per day at the for-
mer UCN source of the Leningrad VVR-M reactor. Dur-
ing only three days of running this experiment produced
the result

q = −(4.3± 7.1)× 10−20 qe . (5)

Up to now, all experiments probing the electric neu-
trality of neutrons were designed as deflection experi-
ments (see also Ref.[20]).

We propose to probe neutron’s neutrality by a new
technique using the spectroscopy of quantum states in the
gravity potential above a vertical mirror. The new tech-
nique is an application of Ramsey’s method of separated
oscillating fields [21] to quantum states in the gravity po-
tential of the earth [22] equipped with an electric field in
the intermediate flight path region.

Energy eigenstates in the gravity potential of the
earth can be probed by a new resonance spectroscopy
technique, using neutrons bouncing on a horizontal mir-
ror [23]. In the presence of an electric field Ez, the energy
of quantum states in the gravity potential changes due
to an additional electrostatic potential if a neutron car-
ries a nonvanishing charge q. Important for this method
is the fact that the energy shift differs from state to state
due to the properties of a Schrödinger wave packet in
a linear potential. We measure the energy difference be-
tween two quantum states by applying an electric field Ez

parallel or anti-parallel to g. It will allow high precision
spectroscopy, because ultimately the highest precision in
experiments can be obtained by measuring frequencies.

II. RAMSEY SPECTROSCOPY OF
GRAVITATIONAL QUANTUM STATES OF

NEUTRONS

A. Quantum states of neutrons in the gravitational
and external electrostatic potential

Let us consider the motion of ultracold neutrons with
a hypothetical electric charge q in a gravitational and elec-
tric field above a horizontal mirror.We assume their forces
to act in z-direction, while the mirror is aligned with the
xy-plane at z = 0. The motion in x- and y-direction is free
and completely decouples from that in z-direction. With-
out the external electric field, the problem is equivalent
to the quantum bouncing ball [24, 25].

It suffices to consider the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation restricted to the z-direction

!

−
!2

2m

∂2

∂z2
+mgz + q|E⃗z|z

"

Ψ = i!
∂Ψ

∂t
. (6)

Here, g is the acceleration of gravity, m is the mass of
the neutron and |E⃗z| is the external electric field point-
ing in z-direction. We are interested in two special cases
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FIG. 1: Energy eigenvalues and probability densities of the
first and third eigenstate of a neutron in the gravitational po-
tential of the earth (black curves). The red (blue) curves show
modifications due to an electric field in parallel (antiparallel)
configuration for a hypotetical neutron charge q = 5×10−16 qe.

|E⃗z | = ±Ez where the electric field is oriented parallel
(+) or antiparallel (−) to the acceleration of gravity. The
potential of the mirror at z = 0 associated with the sub-
stance of the mirror is repulsive and much larger than the
eigenenergies of the lowest quantum states in the gravi-
tational field. Therefore Eq. (6) must be solved with the
boundary condition Ψ(z = 0, t) = 0.

The corresponding stationary Schrödinger equation
is given by

!

−
!2

2m

∂2

∂z2
+ (mg + q|E⃗z |)z

"

ψn = Enψn . (7)

It is convenient to use rescaled units ζ = z/z0 and
ϵn = En/E0 with the characteristic gravitational quan-
tum length z0 and energy scale E0 of the bouncing neu-
tron, which depend on a hypothetical electric charge of
the neutron q:

z0(q) =

#

!2

2m

1

(mg + q|E⃗z |)

$1/3

(8)

E0(q) =
%

mg + q|E⃗z |
&

z0(q) (9)

The solutions of Eq. (7) is given in terms of Airy-
functions

ψn(ζ) = Nn Ai(ζ − ϵn) , (10)

where Nn is a proper normalisation factor and ϵn the n-th
energy eigenvalue (in rescaled units). The displacement ϵn
of the Airy functions has to coincide with the n-th zero
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FIG. 3: Expected Ramsey fringe pattern for ultracold neutrons
traversing the system (black). If the neutron carries a charge of
q = 5 ·10−18 qe, the detected signal will change in dependance
of the direction of the applied electric field (parallel to gravity:
red curve, anti-parallel: blue curve). For the calculation of this
plot, the geometric parameters of Ref. [22] were used.

In section 5, the accumulated phase shift can be mea-
sured by transmission through a second state selector.

By tuning the oscillation frequency ν, a typical Ram-
sey fringe pattern as shown in Fig. 3 (black line) will be
observed. To test neutron’s neutrality, three different con-
figurations are used: the electric field is put on, thereby
pointing either parallel, +Ez, or antiparallel, −Ez, to
gravity, or the electric field is put off. In the parallel and
antiparallel configuration Ramsey’s method probes an en-
ergy difference of ∆E± = E±

q − E±
p (see also Fig. 1).

If the neutron carries an electric charge, the fre-
quency shift between the two resulting Ramsey fringe pat-
terns for the parallel and anitparallel configuration will
correspond to

∆ν = ν(0)pq ·

⎛

⎝

3

√

(

1 +
qEz

mg

)2

− 3

√

(

1−
qEz

mg

)2
⎞

⎠ . (12)

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the blue and the red curve
for a hypothetical neutron charge of q = 5× 0−18 qe. The
black curve corresponds to the case of the electric field
switched off or the neutron charge being q = 0. For this
figure, the geometric parameters of the setup suggested
in [22] were used to calculate the Ramsey fringe patterns
for the transition |1⟩ → |3⟩.

C. Expected sensitivity

The search for a hypothetical charge of the neutron
consists of the following measurements: Firstly, the Ram-
sey pattern for the transition |p⟩ to |q⟩ is recorded with
sufficient statistics to resolve the steep Ramsey fringes.
Then, the frequency of the oscillators is locked to the
frequency ν0 where the Ramsey fringes give the steep-

est slope. The number of neutrons for a fixed observation
time t for the two different possible directions of the elec-
tric field, parallel or anti-parallel to gravity, is measured.
The corresponding number of neutrons are denoted by
N+ and N−. For the difference of neutron counts, we ex-
pect

N+

t
−

N−

t
=
∂r (ν)

∂ν

∣

∣

∣

∣

ν0

∆ν . (13)

Here, r (ν) corresponds to the Ramsey fringe pattern ex-
pressed as a countrate and ∆ν to the frequency shift in-
duced by the hypothetical charge of the neutron.

With the help of Eq. (12) and a Taylor-expansion in
q, this formula can be re-expressed:

q =
N+ −N−

t
·

1
∂r(ν)
∂ν

∣

∣

∣

ν0
ν0

·
3

4

mg

Ez
(14)

The statistical error on q is given by

δq =

√
2r√
N

·
1

∂r(ν)
∂ν

∣

∣

∣

ν0
ν0

·
3

4

mg

Ez
. (15)

Here, N is the total number of counted neutrons, t equals
to the total measuring time, r is the mean count rate
r = N/t, and the assumption N+ ≈ N− ≈ N/2 was
used.

To estimate the sensitivity of the suggested method,
it is useful to calculate the so-called discovery poten-
tial, i.e., the statistical limit on the hypothetical charge
q reached in a measuring time of one single day. To de-
termine this discovery potential, all ingredients of eq. 15
need to be estimated:

The mean rate r profits from one of the main advan-
tages of Ramsey’s Method: as the system is self-focussing,
the steep slope of the inner Ramsey fringe stays un-
changed even if the transmitted neutrons have a certain
velocity distribution. From our previous experiments at
the beam position UCN/PF2 at ILL, the mean count rate
can be estimated to be r ≈ 0.1s−1 using all neutrons with
velocities vx between 3.2m/s and 9m/s. The total statis-
tics per day is given by N = r ·T = 0.1s−1 ·86400s = 8640
neutrons.

The steepest slope of the Ramsey fringe pattern is
given by value ∂r (ν) ≈ 1 Hz frequency shift per s−1

transmission change. For this calculation, the standard
neutron mirror setup as proposed in [22] for an in-flight
experiment was used. Therefore, the interaction time of
the neutron with the electric field is τ = 0.130s.

Baumann et al. [17] used an electric field of Ez =
6 × 106V/m. The distance of the electrodes was 3mm.
The achievable electric field scales with the square-root
of the distance, thus an improvement by a factor of five
by using electrodes with a distance of 100µm is possible.
Measured breakdown voltages at electrode distances of
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What are the limits to this approach?

• Vacuum break down in electric fields 

!
!

• Limited measurement time	

 

• Limited counting rate	

 

• Limited interaction time

weeks

new sources ?

store neutrons?
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i.e. D.Alpert, et al., (1964)
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Outlook

potential

- Implement Ramsey’s method of oscillating fields with 

UCN in earth’s gravitational field	
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- Short-term perspective:	


- Long-term perspective:  improvement of x100  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Appendix



Motivation

The value of the charge of the Neutron 
 is in principle not fixed.

Observations: The Neutron is electrically neutral  
and the electric charge is quantized.	

!

Theory: The Standard Model  
of Particle Physics (three generations),  
does not have electric charge quantization. 
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42kV/mm achieved, but

spark damage for higher fields


